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Setting the Standard. Raising the Bar. The Enjoyment of Music has been the most trusted

introduction to music for more than five decades.The Enjoyment of Music continues to teach

students how to listen and connect to any kind of music. After more than fifty years of successfully

preparing students for a lifetime of informed listening, the Twelfth Edition raises the bar with an

expanded repertory of appealing music, an exciting new listening and assessment pedagogy, and

the richest and most user-friendly online resources available to students today.
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I was required to have this book for my music appreciation class. I have not been impressed with

the customer support for this book. The StudySpace for this edition on the Norton website says it is

to launch in May but as of 5/30/2015 it has not. There is no option to only purchase studyspace so

you are forced to pay $50 for all access which at least includes an e-book for that price. I would

strongly recommend not buying this book used or renting unless you will not need to puchase

StudySpace for your class but if you like e-textbooks, purchasing all access on the website might

save you some money.

I bought the "shorter edition" for a class because I was trying to save money with a paperback. This

is NOT the same book at the hardcover! I regretted my purchase by the end of the first class -- the

paperback shorter edition is missing so much interesting material from the full-length edition, that

you just don't get a good picture of the material being covered. It is like reading only crib notes -- the



"flesh" that would give meaning to the whole is missing. So I am selling it back to  (thereby losing a

bunch of money because I bought it new) and buying a used hardcover. I'll use my secret code to

access the online files for the shorter edition, and for other selections, well, there's Spotify.Rather

than coming with CDs, this book comes with a website and a code to log on to hear the selections.

Of course, if you buy a used book, you don't get this, although you can buy it separately.Outside of

the shorter edition being a waste of money (for me), I think the book is wonderfully well organized

with great illustrations. I'm looking forward to the hardback version.

Almost no difference from previous versions and as with many other college books hardly had to

use at all. Glad there's such a great resource for renting these at a much lower cost than buy. Only

needed for the 5 weeks of the class and even then once again was hardly opened.

I rented this book and was lucky that it came to be brand new. Found out I needed the online code.

New book and came with access code

Best quality book I've ever gotten during college. It must be new because it's so clean and unused.

Also it came with the access code I needed for class! Would definitely buy again if I had too.

This is for my school so its only a rental, but for my online class its been helpful.

Better than I expected. Will definitely use again and tell others about it.
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